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COLLABNET TEAMFORGE®
IMAGINE. CREATE. DELIVER.

TEAMFORGE

An award-winning open platform for collaborative software development, TeamForge helps leading 
companies and government agencies accelerate software delivery while maintaining the highest 
standards of governance, compliance, and IP security.

Boost enterprise-wide 
productivity with Agile, 
Continuous Integration 

(CI), and Continuous 
Delivery (CD)

Connect best-of-breed 
tools into an integrated 
toolchain with end-to-

end visibility, traceability, 
and reporting

Achieve excellence 
in enterprise version 

control with Git or SVN, 
while safeguarding 
IP and maintaining 

compliance

Create high-quality applications at speed with this open, extensible, and flexible platform. Build an 
integrated application delivery pipeline from best-of-breed commercial and open source tools like 
Artifactory®, Chef®, Git®, Gerrit®, HP® ALM, JIRA® Software, Jenkins®, Nexus®, Subversion®, TeamCity®, 
and TestLink®.  

Leverage the development methodologies—Agile, Waterfall, or hybrid—and version control 
systems—Git or Subversion—as appropriate for your IT and business needs. 

Winner for 13 years running 
(ALM and Development Tools)

2016 Winner 
(Applications)

2016 Gold Winner (Application 
Development - Innovations)
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Connect cross-functional and distributed teams, helping them effectively collaborate and share 
expertise, best practices, and code. Drive development efficiency by enabling the reuse of existing 
assets, resources, and processes in new projects.

TeamForge is an end-to-end enterprise application development, delivery, and collaboration platform.

AGILE AT ENTERPRISE SCALE

Build on CollabNet’s leadership in Agile training and 
consulting to introduce Agile development practices in a 
way and at a pace that best fit your organization—from 
empowering Agile teams to facilitating global enterprise-
wide Agile transformations. Adopt the Agile methods of your 
choice—Scrum, Kanban, or others—and implement Agile 
throughout your entire application lifecycle, from planning 
(upstream) to deployment (downstream).

BEST TOOLS FOR THE JOB

Take advantage of TeamForge’s rich ecosystem of best-in-class open source and commercial tools to 
cover the full range of software lifecycle activities—from planning through deployment. Leverage 
end-to-end contextual traceability and reporting across the TeamForge application development

COLLABNET AGILE STATS

Trained 20,000 Certified 
ScrumMasters® and Product 
Owners 

Helped hundreds of global 
companies execute enterprise-
wide Agile transformations
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- RAMÓN BAAS, Department Manager NXP Semiconductors

NXP R&D replaced 25 configuration management and issue tracking applications 
with TeamForge, reducing IT support costs, driving standardization and IP reuse, and 

providing centralized visibility into status, activities, and issues within and across projects.

TeamForge creates an integrated development toolchain, uniquely delivering end-to-end visibility, traceability, and 
reporting across third-party tools.

pipeline  to gain visibility, streamline compliance audits, expedite quality-issue resolution, and drive 
continuous improvement. Lower costs and promote innovation through an effective and governed 
adoption of open source tools. Interchange and add tools as your needs evolve.
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ENRICH OPEN SOURCE SVN AND GIT WITH UNIQUE CAPABILITIES THAT INCLUDE:

Traceability and visual association of code changes and related development activities

Consistent browsing, management, and operations—plus the ability to share groups, roles, 
and permissions across Git and SVN repositories

Cutting-edge enterprise Git features, including fine-grained access controls, traceability, 
tamper-proof audit trails, history protection, branch-deletion undo, code reviews, and 
customizable commit gating policies

24/7 enterprise-grade support

UNRIVALED ENTERPRISE VERSION CONTROL

Leverage the advantages of distributed (Git) or centralized (SVN) version control systems with 
CollabNet, the founder of Apache™ Subversion® and a major contributor to Git and Gerrit. Provide a 
better experience for developers while ensuring compliance, governance, and IP security across all 
source code-related activities. 

TeamForge delivers best-in-class enterprise Git capabilities.
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TeamForge uniquely protects Git history, enabling a quick rollback of undesired repository updates.

OPTIMAL, REPEATABLE PROCESSES

Take advantage of customizable TeamForge process templates to create compliant, repeatable, and 
Agile workflows and standardize tools, methods, data models, and reference architectures across the 
entire organization. Shorten time-to-value, improve software quality, and reduce development costs 
by reusing effective existing processes rather than creating new ones from scratch. Rapidly provision 
new projects. Easily integrate application components built by various teams. Effectively measure 
and analyze team performance. Quickly redeploy developers from one team to the next.

COLLABORATION ARCHITECTURE

Drive global visibility, IP security, and company-wide productivity by mapping project categories 
and groups to business lines and technology architectures across your organization. Leverage the 
resultant global project hierarchies to enable the following:

Global search, discovery, 
collaboration, and reuse of code, 
community, and context from 
prior projects to dramatically 
accelerate the delivery of new 
ones.

Enterprise-wide, portfolio-level, 
and project-focused rollups 
based on real-time application 
lifecycle data to provide managers 
and executives unprecedented 
monitoring, reporting, and 
analysis capabilities. 
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COLLABORATION TOOLS

Activity streams facilitate interaction within the cross-functional team, providing a fun and simple way to follow 
project progress in real time.

Connect globally distributed and cross-functional teams with powerful collaboration tools, 
such as project activity streams, communities, wikis, and discussion boards. Encourage broader 
team member involvement with peer code reviews. Help manage access and participation with 
moderation features. Add document management functionality with flexible review and approval 
workflows, automated versioning, and integration with Microsoft® Office®.

TeamForge uniquely enables users to create custom code-review workflows, combining the best of both pull 
request- and Gerrit-based code reviews.
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GOVERNANCE, COMPLIANCE, AND IP SECURITY

VISIBILITY AND TRACEABILITY

Maintain compliance, governance, and IP security standards and ensure software quality with the 
unique end-to-end traceability and granular contextual association of artifacts and activities across 
disparate tools, distributed teams, and diverse processes. 

TeamForge automatically creates and archives audit logs and tracks activities, artifacts, and 
associations across all stages of the development lifecycle (including work items, commits, reviews, 
tests, builds, release, deployment, and operations-related events). The Associations Viewer visually 
connects related artifacts and activities and provides drilldown visibility into tools and data, enabling 
root-cause analysis for faster issue resolution. 

Timeline

Task

Story

Epic Commit       File release

The chain of associations depicts how requirements become working software and details every activity involved.
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ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROLS (RBAC)

Protect IP from rogue or accidental tampering and prevent unauthorized code changes with fine-
grained hierarchical RBAC and permissions management that span TeamForge and many other 
integrated tools, including Jenkins and Nexus. Define and classify role types for internal and external 
teams and securely delegate project tasks. Customize granular user permissions, while further 
centralizing role management using roles and project groups. Assign roles automatically following a 
common security model as you add new projects.

TeamForge enables unique granular, pervasive RBAC across the enterprise architecture and automatically replicates 
credentials for remote repositories.

INSIGHTFUL, CUSTOMIZABLE REPORTS AND DASHBOARDS

Get single-pane-of-glass visibility into your application development lifecycle. Leverage a variety of 
prepackaged reports and dashboards or create custom views covering various activities, artifacts, 
and associations using TeamForge API.  
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TeamForge SCM reports—depicting build, commit, and test activities, commits per user, file changes over time, and 
other relevant metrics—help monitor project progress and drive adherence to best practices. 

TeamForge delivers a full range of customizable Agile reports.

Project portfolio-level reports and dashboards let you track progress and compare performance across projects and 
teams to drive organization-wide predictability and productivity improvements.
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CO L L A B N E T
YOUR TRUSTED ADVISOR

CollabNet Professional Services help your organization consolidate and integrate software assets 
into a single platform for high-performance collaborative software development and deployment. 
Partner with CollabNet for interactive workshops and consulting services on the following topics:

Receive a holistic assessment of 
your development processes and 
practices (including repository 
architecture, development 
process, IP practices, and platform 
optimization).

ENTERPRISE AGILITY 
ASSESSMENT

Learn about strategies and 
implementation options to 
centralize disparate software 
repositories and formulate your 
organization’s needs for version 
control and configuration 
management. 

ENTERPRISE SCM

Learn how to implement Agile 
development and delivery from 
workgroup—company-wide levels 
via tight integration of upfront Agile 
planning and task management 
with subsequent Agile development 
phases (including CI, CD, and test-
driven development).

AGILE DEVELOPMENT

Learn to extend your Agile 
development and delivery practices 
to deployment. Drive collaboration 
and integrate global Dev and Ops 
teams within and across projects, 
creating standards for release 
packages and ARA. Integrate 
workflows, tools, and data between 
development and production.

DEVOPS



A B O U T
CO L L A B N E T
CollabNet helps enterprises and government organizations deliver high-quality software at 
speed. Recognized for 13 consecutive years as SD Times 100 “Best in Show” winner in the ALM and 
Development Tools category, CollabNet offers innovative solutions, provides consulting and Agile 
training services, and proudly supports more than 10,000 customers with 6 million users in 100 
countries. For more information, please visit www.collabnet.com.

© 2016 CollabNet, Inc. All rights reserved. 

CollabNet is a registered trademark. The names of other companies and products herein are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of their respective owners.
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